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Administrators appointed
## 
by Richard Bodwell
Staff Writer
A trio of administrative ap-
pointments at the University of
Maine was accepted this sum-
mer by the UMaine System
Board of Trustees.
Edward B. Laverty was
chosen as acting dean to the
newly constructed College of
Arts and Humanities, Mark
Jackson was placed as director
of Student Health Services, and
Marisue Pickering was approv-
ed as associate vice president of
Academic Affairs for
Undergraduate Programs.
Laverty, who served as
associate dean to the former
College of Arts and Sciences,
begins a one-year term as in-
terim dean of the new seven-
department college.
Laverty said there will be
positive long-term effects from
reorganization.
"We've seen some real
benefits, " he said. "There
were 22 departments before
with seven now, this has led to
better communication."
The new college will place
emphasis on the liberal arts
education along with its dean
becoming more closely iden-
tified with the student popula-
tion, Laverty said.
Laverty hopes to have the
identity of the College of Arts
and Humanities recognized.
"I'd like its scholastic and
creative talents actively and ful-
ly ackaowledged not only on
campus but also in the com-
munity," Laverty said.
Dr. Jackson, found as part of
UMaines nationwide search for
a new director to head Student
Health Services, served as
clinical director and chief
medical officer to Indian
Health Service since 1983.
Jackson coordinated health
care to 65,000 American In-
dians in California via Indian
Health Service, a branch of the
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services.
Jackson believes this ex-
perience will prove beneficial
towards his interaction with
UMaine.
"You have to learn how to
relate to other departments,"
he said.
Each Indian tribe's health
needs had to be met, Jackson
said, so a community health
care apploach was adopted to
_better meet specific needs.
Jackson hopes to extend this
approach to UMaines student
enrollment.
"Students are a very unique
population," he said.
"They're often away from home
and away from the services they
regularly receive. "
Jackson said he would like
students' perception of the Stu-
dent Health program to match
the reality_ of the services it
_ _
delivers.
A survey will be given to the
student population to rate the
performance of Student Health
Services, Jackson added.
Pickering, associate professor
of speech communication asA4
executive assistant to the Presi-
dent since January1987, assum-
ed het new role as associate vice
president of Academic Affairs
(see APPOINTEES page 4)
Forty students from Central America and the Caribbean have arrived at the University of Maine
for two years of study under an agreement with the Cooperative Association of States for Scholar-
ships. Visiting at the welcoming ceremony in Wells Commons are, left to right, Maria Mencia,
Honduras; Hector Alcantara, Dominican Republic; Peter Francis O'Meara, UM C.ASS coordinator,
levette Pierre, Haiti; Eleanor Harris, UM CASS coordinator, and Junie Vanez, Haiti. The Students
are living with area families for at least the first six months of their stays. Another 40 will arrive
at the university in 1990.
UMaine Foundation
receives largest gift
BANGOR, Maine—The University of Maine Foundation has
received nearly $2.5 million from the trust of prominent Univer-
sity of Maine alumnus J. Larcom Ober.
The funds are targeted for Ober's alma mater, and represent
the largest cash contribution the University of Maine Founda-
tion has ever received. The Foundation will decide how the funds
should be allocated.
Ober, who died in an
auto accident in 1970 at
age of 79, had strong ties
to the University of Maine
and its Chemical
Engineering Department.
The former Scott. Paper
Co. executive was a
founder and the first
president of the Universi-
ty of Maine Pulp and
Paper Foundation, served
as president of its board
in 1961, and was named
honorary chairman in
1964.
In 1966, Ober establish
ed an endowed scholar
ship fund with the Pulp
and Paper Foundation.
He was active in the
Zeta Beta Tau frats
drop pledge program
(CPS)- The 90 Zeta Beta Tau
fraternity chapters around the
country will junk their pledging
programs this fall, marking the
first official adoption of a
radical National Interfraternity
Council (NIC) proposal that all
frats find new ways to bring in
new members.
ZBT's Supreme Council
ordered its member chapters in
August not to hold their tradi-
tional "pledge weeks" this year,
and to replace them with less
physical programs stressing
brotherhood and service.
"We've been trying for at
least 25 years to stop hazing,
and all of the efforts have fail-
ed, the only way to stop it is to
stop pledging," said Ronald
Taylor, Z13T's national' vice
president.
Taylor said no single hazing
incident prompted the move,
although ZBT chapters have
been involved in controversial
parties at the universities of
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin in-
volving strippers in recent years.
Both incidents drew disciplinary
action from officials.
"We've had, as have other
organizations, a continuation of
hazing incidents. None -life--
threatening or severe, but we
worry about it," said fraterni-
ty Executive Director James E.
Greer, Jr.
A tragic, seemingly unstop-
pable series of deaths, injuries,
fights and racial incidents in-
volving pledges to various
fraternities at Rutgers Universi-
ty and at the universities of
Lowell, Tennessee, Texas and
California at Santa Barbara,
among many others, led a grow-
ing number of states and cam-
puses to restrict or outlaw
hazing.
Dozens of states, including
Texas, Missouri and Penn-
sylvania, have made hazing a
crime in recent years.
Colby, Amherst, Gettysburg,
Middlebury and Castleton State
colleges all have banned frater-
(see ZETA page 3)
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Though hundreds of miles from land,
Gabrielle's silent, windless surges stirred
waters along the Northeast.
By late Sunday, Gabrielle's wind
weakened to 65 mph and it was sitting
about 350 miles south-southwest of
Sable Island, Nova Scotia, a spokesper-
son at the National Hurricane Center in
Florida said.
Gabrielle has been churning in the
Atlantic since Aug. 31. Its vastness and
power has prompted comparisons with
last year's hurricane Gilbert, which
devastated the Caribbean island of
Jamaica.
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STUDY SKILLS CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER, 1989 .
Every Wednesday alter loot, doting the months a Seprember. Ck-tober November and December of the
North Bangor lounge Mentural Union at 3:15 p.m Ni imPonant ernes M ItraiR sindS skills workshops wtEbe presented to help you decelop elTicieni and productive Study habits If you are unable to attend a
workshops( triterest to you. visit New &atoll Plug, J1115 t haat-1.11i re Kali. to obtain handouts eispior 
_5,14.4444 an individual meetirm with Mr sonar Skins (-tot iliicilor 581-1825 —.
•
SEPTEMBER
September 13
TH E ROLE OF YOUR ACADEMIC ADVISOR
Have you met with your advisor at least once Mt. semester) Learn atx..it what you have missed
Mr. to develop queltions LS your eirivAing and what his her rear is in ynor academic career _
September 20
'Al-SETTING ACADEMIC AND PERSONAL
Learn how to establish goals and objectives that MI/enhance your organization and toplecote you
to accamploartask2M tilemplatint =haunt a lime
Saptarobas 27
TEST TAKING STRATEGIES
Advice for pre Lpantig fur and taktog objective and essay exann will be given
OCTOBER
ORIENTATION TO THE FOGLER :JARMO
This workshop witi provide an overview is pbrary resonrces and a-mur of the tactlaies
October 1 /
TIME MANALEMENT
Eriec the ose a your Igor v,itt he ibraemciaerl and ectontpleS .101M. be ge•er.
October I •
WR/TING COLLEGE PAPERS
This workshop will focus on development of techniques to create and write well organized Dollege
MKT'S
October 25
MHO PERSOR*COMPUTERS TO vittrm couscx PAP*S
An introductory session on using pc s to create. edit and produce essays reports and term papers
A-hands-an' approach wit be provided to all members No computer experience necessary
NOVEMBER
Marmararew I •
SUPERLEARNING
One is the most popular workshops that sill assist you in organizing and developu*, •
habits
Ilimmater 29
IMPROVINC YOUR ME MORN
-
-11Idllallaggisis for improving' your abitfrij to rernemL7er old and new leas and Concepts will
featurat
DECEMBER
Deceiglief
SYMMS MANAGEMENT
A discussion of ways to dealing with the stress in your life including relaxation techniques
lawassaber 13
PREPARING FOR PiNAL EXAMS 
•
Techniques and strategies to help you prepare or comprehenstw exams and papers will bedisc ussed
'The stagy skins tomtits will awnless throughout the Sodas samtatax Students
art encouraged to visit New Student Programs Chadbourne Madl. between 500 4 30 p m to
obtain the Spring semester listing Inavidual appointments are sealable upon recto%S81 l826
CI(I
SERVICE Leabenstiip FnielNbst)ip
UMAINE CIRCLE K
invites you to join us at' our
New Member Program & Reception
Wednesday, September 13, 6:30 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, main floor Memorial Union
All interested students are welcome! If
you are unable to attend,join us any
Wednesday. *
The Daily Maine Campus, Iliesday, September 12, 1989.
News Briefs
Reagan recovering from brain surgery
Rochester, Minn. (AP)—Former
President Reagan is rapidly recover-
ing from surgery to remove fluid from
the surface of his brain but won't be
released from St. Mary's Hospital un-
til at least Tuesday, his spokesman
said.
Reagan will "go home when the
doctors tell him, he call,"
spokesman Mark Weinberg said--
Sunday.
On Friday, surgeons drilled a hole
in Reagan's skull to remove a buildup
of blood. Weinberg said the problem
stemmed from a July 4 accident in
which Reagan was thrown by a buck-
ing horse and hit his_he,ad. The fluid
was detected during a routine physical
examination,
Reagan's neurosurgeon, mean-
while, said an earlier brain clot had
been detected but it had healed on its
own without an operation, the Ness
York Times reported today.
The neurosurgeon, Dr. Thoralf M.
Sundt, said Sunday the first elet was
smaller and in a different area of the
brain than the one removed Friday.
Reagan's spokesman had not
previously disclosed the earlier blood
clot, detected in early July by doctors
in Los Angeles, where Reagan lives.
Mother Teresa well after heart attack
—CALCUTTA, India (AP)-Mother
Teresa was feeling better today as she
continued to recover from a heart attack,
a nursing home said. The famed
humanitarian got a visit and a bouquet
of flowers from Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi.
The 79-year-old Roman Catholic nuns_
who was put on a pacemaker during the
weekend after suffering the heart attack
on Friday, was feeling much better, ac-
cording to a statement by Woodlands
Nursing Home.
"Mother Teresa had a good night's
sleep. Her heartbeat is regular and she
has no temperature," the statement
said.
Gandhi and his wife, Sonia flew to
Calcutta to see the Mother Teresa; who
gave up a comfortable life as a convent
teacher to care for the poor and dying
in the slums of this eastern Indian city.
She won the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize for
her work.
During the 10-minute visit in her
hospital room, Mother Teresa put her
arms around Gandhi and told him, "I
have seen_you as a boy and now you. have
grown up," according to administrator
Deba Prosad Barooah.
Gandhi talked with hospital officials
about Mother Teresa's health and asked
it they needed anything for her treat-
ment, Barooah said. Earlier, Mother
Teresa's longtime friend and cardiologist,
Dr. Vincenzo Bilotti, arrived from Rome.
Bilotti examined her, reviewed her
medical records and said he was "in
agreement with the treatment given.—
he said.
Government to have final say on spill
—WASHINGTON (AP)-The govern-
ment will have the final word next spring
on whether Exxon has adequately clean-
ed up the 11-million-gallon oil spill caus-
ed by one of its tankers in Alaska, En-
vironmental Protection Agency Ad-
ministrator William Reilly says.
"There's a lot still to do," Reilly
said Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press"
program. "Eix.r.in is going to have toga_ _
back in the spring, as they intend to do,
and survey what the problems are and
if there's remaining work to do, to-do
It -
If the government determines more
cleanup is necessary and Exxon refuses
to go along, the EPA chief said, "We'll
take the road which has always been
open which is to undertake the direct
cleanup ourselves and to bill Exxon for
the cost."
The company has. announced it is
pulling out thousands of cleanup
workers this week because of the limited
daylight and rough weather of Alaska's
early winter.
Exxon has been in disagreement with
state and federal agencies over the ade-:
quacy of the company's cleanup efforts
since the Exxon Valdez struck a reef in
Prince William Sound on March 24,
-spilling nearly-Wmillion gallons in the
nation's worst crude oil spill. _ 
The company says it has treated more
than 1,000 miles of shorline and only
four miles remain to be treated. State
authorities say the company is
overstating the work it has done and is
leaving the job unfinished. 
- - -
Gabrielle downgraded to tropical storm
(AP)-Gabrielle was downgraded to a
tropical storm after it sent waves
smashing into the coast, capsizing boats
from Maine to New York and enticing
sightseers to the shore where some
onlookers were swept to sea.
"People shouldn't be out there,"
said Jarred Randall, a Narragansett, R.I.
police sergeant who rescued two teen-
agers from the water Saturday night.
"It's just so majestic and inviting, but
it isn't safe. "
At least six people were reported miss-ing and three people apparently drown-
ed. Officials attributed the deaths to the
sea swells, undertow and waves that
reached nearly 15 feet in height, even on
some rivers.
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The Daily Maine Campus, Tuesday,-September 12, 1989.
Records unprotected
(CPS) — A man of accused of
murdering his ex-girlfriend and her com-
panion on the University of Washington
campus July 25 may have used an illegal-
ly obtained class schedule to track the
victim down.
The case has raised serious questions
about how well campuses protect
"private" student records.
At UW, suspect Azizollah Mazooni
allegedly obtained a c of victim Mar-
jan Mohseninia's scHEdule despite her re-
quest that the records remain
confidential.
Mazooni found Mohseninia, an
Ifi-yeir—oldi.JW student, and a friend,
27-year old Abraham Sharif-Kashani, as______And at the universities of Nebraskashe was leaving class. Both were shot and Houston, concern arose last yearmoments later, about posting grades outside offices orCampus police think Mazooni, the classrooms with students' Social Securi-victim's former boyfriend, tracked ty numbers as identifiers.Mohseninia to UW, where he fooled The 1974 Buckley Amendmentclerks into giving him Mohseninia's restricts the release of "personally iden-schedule by giving them her Social tifiable records or files" to anyone otherSecurity number and birth date. The than the appropriate school officialsclerks, unsure of whether "Marjan without student consent.
•Gift
University of Maine Development Coun-
cil and Alumni Association, and receiv-
ed a Black Bear Award in 1951 for
outstanding service to the University.
He received an honowdy doctor of law
degree from UMaine in 1953.
A Beverly, Mass. native, Ober receiv-
Mohseninia" was male or female,
complied.
"It's impossible to walk in and ask for
someone's schedule without having very
specific information," said Melanie
Bell, associate director of admissions
and records. "We have no idea how it
happened."
Keeping student records private has
proven difficult at other schools, too.
Last September, someone stole a list
of all the foreigh students at Arizona
State University from the Student Life
Office. Last summer, a thief snatched a
printout of ASU students-names and
used it to sell furniture to thoselisted.
icontinued from page 1)
ed a bachelor's degree in electrical
engineering from UMaine in 1913. He
was an engineer and executive of Stone
and Webster Co. of Boston for 19 years
before joining Scott Paper Co. in 1933.
Ober retired from Scott Paper in 1955
as vice president and director.
•Zeta
nities and sororities.
In part to keet3 more schools from
abolishing fraternities, the NIC conven-
tion in Burlingame, Calif., last
December suggested all greek groups
find "alternatives to the pledging pro-
cess!'
ZBT was the first to adopt one.
Although initial reaction among
fraternity members was negative, many
of them say they are willing to try.
"My first reaction was a sense of
betrayal from the national (ZBT coun-
cil). It didn't seem fair:' said Danny Par-
do, a ZBT from San Diego State Univer-
sity. "Now after reading the program I'm
all for it --
Added Danny Seigal, president of
Syracuse University's ZBT chapter,
"Eventually all national fraternities will
go this way'.'
 (continued from page 1)
In a few years no one will know what
pledging is because it will have ended.
That's the only way fraternities will sur-
vive into the 21st Centtli-y, " he said.
Under the program, pledges will
become brothers 72 hours after receiv-
ing a bid from the fraternity. Then they
enter an ongoing educational program.
In addition, there will be a semi-annual
brotherhood review to make sure
members are living up to the
requirements.
"You can't just pay your dues and be
a brother," Seigal said.
Brothers generally don't think- rd'of)----
ping pledge will keep prospective
members away. "A lot of high-quality
young men will be interested (in joining)
that previously were not because of all
of the malarkey of pledge week,"
Taylor said.
RAPE CRISIS VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
'A sexual act
-1-1: committed „
without consent
RAPE
RESPONSE
SERVICES
If you can give some time each
month to helping victims
of sexual assault(rape, incest,
sexual harassment), we will train
you to be a Hotline Advocate.
For an application or more information,
call the Director at 945-5597 or
write Rape Response Services,
P.O. Box 2516, Bangor 04401.
Training begins October 2, 1989.
Lennie Mullen-Giles,
E-xecutive Director
ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH?
$5
$5
Do you wont on
honest deal on
your textbooks?
441
$5
$5
COME 'CO tHE USED BOOK MARC
Sell YOUR books fOR MORE
Buy TOUR books fOR less
9-4
1912 Room MeMORial UNION
All this week
TOR IOC stubeNts, by The stubeNts
SpoNsorteb by q.s.s.
-
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College news briefs around the nation
(CPS) - History Buffs
Even as the commercialized remem-
brances of the 1%9 Woodstock music
festival finished failing miserably, the
National Association for the Advance-
ment of Time called for a "Boycott the
Past Week."
"We're getting pretty fed up with baby
boomers reliving their childhood in
prime time," complained NAFTAT
President Bruce Elliot, 27, of Los
Angeles.
"Meanwhile, all other lives are brush-
ed aside- as irreveiant. We want TO end the
sixties in our lifetime. "
"The voice of today is being buried
under an avalanche of retro-culture, "
Elliott maintained. "When four out of
five pop radio stations play oldies, when
topical theater is pushed aside for a
revival of 'Hair', something is wrong."
Balt gaffs
As of mid-August, only 27 of the
2,800 incoming freshmen at the Univer-
sity of South Carolina had requested
rooms in the two dorms in which USC
has imposed a new rule banning over:-
night visits by members of the opposite
sex.
Cruising For Students
It may be far smaller than South
Carolina, but Daytona Beach (Fla.)
Community College appears to have a
little bit better sense of what actually in-
terests students.
Hoping to convince students to enroll,
DBCC ran a series of sexually suggestive
ads in the personals columns of local
newspapers during the summer. 
A sample: "Single woman looking for
intellectual man to discuss English
literature, philosophies of the Western
World, and to take some classes of
mutual interest at Daytona Beach Com-
munity College. Signed, Bright Eyes."
In another ad, a fictional "Sally" of-
fered to let a man who took an air con-
ditioning course at the school take her
to the movies.
Who says Poll Sci Doesn't Apply To Real
Life?
Officials at the Pan American Univer-
sity in_gdinburg, Texas, say they've hired
WANTED--SPRING BREAK SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
Average $3,500 commission working part time,
plus free vacations to Cancun, Bahamas, Ber
muda, Rio etc flexible hours. Call Vacation Plan-
ners 1-800-47-Party.
arr
Hear the Lite.
Feel the Difference.
92.9 Digital
a collection agency to try to pry 59,100
owed to the university out of the Texas
County Judges Association.
The association, it seems, still hasn't
paid for facilities used to stage a
Janualy, 1988, debate by the six
Democrats then vying for their party's
presidential nomination.
More Examples Of How Science
Enriches Our Lives
Citing the results of a Cornell Univer-
sity study that determined how to con-
figure women's washrooms, New York
Gov. Mario Cuomo in July signed a law
that will require all public buildings
erected in the state after June 1, 1990 to
include six toilets in women's rooms for
every four in men's rooms.
Honing Fine Collegiate Minds To Com-
pete Against The Japanese Some Day
I. A Michigan State University radio
station staged an "Undy 500" foot race
-in which students dressed only in their
underwear competed for tickets to a con-
cert by The Who.
2. Agriculture students from Iowa
State University won the Weed Bowl at
the University of Illinios, in which par-
ticipants had to identify weeds, suggest
the correct chemical to kill them, and___ 
recognize herbicide failure within a cer-
tain period of time.
Sex Matters
by Dr. Sandra Caron
Q: I like this woman and would like to
get to know her. However, my plans for
the spring semester are up in the air. I
could be here or I could be living out of
state. I know long distance relationships
are tough. How do I approach this?
Male, Senior
A: I'm sure you've heard the phrase,
"There's no time like the present." In
terms of building any relationship, a per-
son must often take risks. Why don't you
try focusing on getting to know her this
semester. Remember: While long
distance relationships can be tough,
some of the best ones are based on a
solid foundation of friendship — which
you could be building with her now.
Q: I broke up with my boyfriend over
a year ago, but I can't stop thinking
about him. I've dated other guys, but
nobody seriously. Will I ever get over
him? Female, Junior
A: Probably. One year isn't really a long
time to still be thinking about your old
boyfriend, especially when you haven't
established another serious relationship.
It's important to look at why you still
think about him. Is it the relationship
with him that you miss, or just having
a relationship? Why did you break up?
Often times it can be easier to remember
the good times with your boyfriend,
while forgetting why the relationship
didn't work out. Remember: One of our
tasks in life is learning to let go. It's hard.
Q: I want to be able to date others while
at college, but I have a girtfriend back
home. She doesn't want to break up.
Should I just go ahead and date people
here and not tell my girlfriend? Male,
First-year
N.A.: It sounds like you need to decide what
you really want in relationships with
others. It's difficult to have a relation-
ship built on deceptiotr with either
your girlfriend at home or the women
you would like to date here at college.
If your really want to date other women,
you peed to be honest about you feelings
and tell your current girlfriend. In the
long run, you won't be doing her (or
you) any favors by being dishonest.
Q: I know it's important to ask your sex-
ual partenr to wear a condom, but how
should I approach the issue? I'm not
comfortable discussing it. Female,
Sophomore.
A: Anyone you know well enough to be
sleeping with, you should know well
enough to tak about protection with.
However, I recognize that talking about
sex has never been easy. In fact, some
people even think it's wrong or that it
ruins the mood. But in this age of "fatal
sexuality" — where people can die from
unprotected sexual intercourse—it is
crucial that you talk about using cor.
doms. Forethought before Foreplay is
essential: Talk with your partner before
you end up in bed. You might try bring-
ing up the subject by saying, "Gee, I keep
hearing all this stuff about AIDS and
safer sex. What do you think?" Or, "I'd
love to make love with you, but I'm wor-
ried about the disease. " __Talk about
your need to have sex safely. If he's a
former boyscout, he'll understand the
concept of being prepared. If he's a foot-
ball player he'll understand how impor-
tant it is to wear protective gear before
you play the game.
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is Assistant Pro-
fessor of Family Relations in the School
of Human Development. She teaches the
Human Sexuality course in the spring
semester. Questions for Dr. Caron
should be sent directly to the Daily
Maine Campus, Lord Hall.
Appointees
for Undergraduate Programs.
Pickering will work in tandem with
the Commission on Undergraduate
Education and the recommendations it
submitted in a March 1989 report.
"I see my role as an advocate for
undergraduate programs," she said.
The Commission began studies in
November 1987 reviewing strengths and
weaknesses of undergraduate education
(continued from page I)
at UMaine.
"I'm looking forward toward working
with the (Commission's) report given last
spring," she said.
Pickering said ideas and information
generated from work in the President's
office and the time she has spent in
higher education will aid performance in
her new position.
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Soviet workers end strike
MOSCOW (AP)Workers in the Soviet
republic of Azerbaijan ended a weeklong
strike today that had been called to pro-test Kremlin control of a disputedterritory.
Leaders of the Azerbaijan People'sFront (APF), a nationalist group that
called a public-wide strike more than a
week ago, said on television Sunday
night that most of their politicaldemands had been met, local activists
and Soviet journalists said.
The People's Front will be officially
 MPBN Radio
cited for
excellence"
by MAPBA
For the second consecutive year,
.MPBN Radio, the five radio stations of
----#he Maine Public Broadcasting Network
(MPBN), was cited for "Overall Ex-
cellence" by the Maine Associated Press
Broadcasters Association. Scott Hood,
news director for MPBN Radio, accepted
the award at the annual awards banquet
of the association held May 19, 1989.
MPBN Radio also received three first-
place awards. "The End of the Interna-
tional Paper Company Strike,"o pro-
duced and reported by Hood, won first-
place in the "spot news" category.
"Strike Aftermath, " a series
produced and reported by Scott Hood
and Ernie Freeberg, MPBN Radio pro-
ducer, won first-place in the "enterprise
category." The series, exploring the
difficulties facing former International
Paper Company strikers, the Company
itself, and the residents of Jay received
high commendation from the outside
panel of judges from the state of North
Carolina.o
"What makes this series of reports
soar above all others is its success in
transforming the ` feelings' of those in-
volved into an audio medium. It is dif-
ficultto_bear_Ieelings' but Hood and
Freeberg pulled it off with considerable
skill."
The—viiiming entries in The 'spot .
news" and "enterprise" categories were-I--
first heard on MPBN's weekday half--
hour of Maine news, MAINE THINGS
CONSIDERED.
The judges for the annual broad-
casting awards also chose MPBN Radio's
series "Canada: True North," produc-
ed by Scott Hood, Andrea de Leon and
Ernie Freeberg, as the first-place winner
in the "public affairs" category. "An
formative multi-part series, which ex-
amined the critical question of U.S.-
Canadian relations whetted [the] ap-
petite for more information about our
relations with our neighbors to the north
and in particular about their perspective
on the issues exactly what a public af-
fairs program should do-whet the ap-
petite of the listener or viewer causing
them to act on their own to learn more
about a problem"
News service from MPBN Radio is
hard weekdays on BED AND
BREAKFAST at 5:00 a.m., MIDDAY at
12:00 noon, and MAINE THINGS
CONSIDERED at 5:30 p.m. MAINE
CONCERNS, a weekly call-in program
exploring issues of concern to Maine
residents, airs lbesdays at 1:00 p.m
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recognized and allowed to speak at a
special session of the republic's Supreme
Soviet legislature on Friday, group
spokesman Ekhtibar Mamedov said.
The legislature is to address the
strikers' principal demand, the return of
the disputed territory of Nagorna-
Karabakh to Azerbaijani control.
Mamedov said, speaking by telephone
from Azerbaijan's capital, Baku.
Armenians and Azerbaijanis have
been locked in a dispute over the moun-
tainous enclave of Nagorna-Karabakh
for more than 18 months. The conflicthas cost more than 100 lives and forced
thousands to flee their homes.
Moscow took the region, which is in
Azerbaijan but populated mainly by
ethnic Armenians, under its direct con-
trol last winter to try and calm the area,but both sides continue to press their
claims to it.
Azerbaijan's idled railroads resumed
operating today and workers at all enter-prises went back to work, journalist
Nazim Rapimov said from Baku.
Letters to the editor
shGuld be 300
words or less, and
guest columns
about 450 words.
For verification
purposes, a name,
address, and phone
number must ac-
‘company
 all letters.
You can save literally days
of work between now and
graduation. Simply by using
an HP calculator. 'lb keep
you from endlessly retracing
your steps, ours have built-
in shortcuts. Such as the
unique HP Solve function
for creating your own form-
ulas. Menus, labels and
prompts. Program libraries.
Algebraic or RPN models.
C 1989 Hevtlen Packard Company P(:12905
Better algorithms and chip,
design help you finish much
faster and more accurately
than their way. So, whether
you're in engineering, busi-
ness, finance, life or social
sciences, we've got the best
calculator for you. For as
little as $49.95. Check it out
at your campus bookstore
or HP retailer.
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Sexuality course material
prompts action by board
—(CPS— Nassau Community Col-
lege students won't be going to gay
bars or chatting with prostitutes any
more in their human sexuality course.
The Nassau County (N.Y.) Board
of Supervisors threatened to reject the
school's budget, and thereby delay the
start of the fall semester, unless the
homework was modified.
Also nixed from the class were
assignments such as masturbating,
taking a bubble bath, and viewing 80
slides of male and female genitalia.
Students will get to see a film that ex-
plicitly portrays sexual intercourse.
This isn't the first time that such
"sex" courses have gotten a rise out
of schools' governing boards.
Last year at Villanova University,
a Catholic school in Pennsylvania, a
ialma0 •,••••••1 Li lf .1
religious studies professor was
criticized for allowing a student to
show a sexually explicit video in a
"Christian Marriage in the Modern
World" course.
And in 1986 Cerritos College in
California dropped two sex-
relationship courses after a debate
about wether the course material was
"appropriate."
Other unusual courses already have
raised eyebrows this year. The Univer-
sity of Nevfirlsk-Renn iinwileel the first-i.
gambling institute July I where
students can eventually • earn
undergraduate minor degrees.
The program is in response to the
growing interest in gambling, with
many states getting into gambling to
generate government revenue.
Professional Computers and
Student Discounts ... PLUS
Iamedimte Availability
Why wait fbr delivery?
es IBM-AT & Zenith-248 Compatible Hard Disk Computere gm—
Professional Computer Group
96 Barlow St., Bangoir (947-5227)
p ,•••••••---qr,•••-
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Banks reducing loans
despite fewer defaults
—(CPS) — Even though fewer students not surprising the see many more lenders
are defaulting on their loans, many cutting off loans to those schools,"
banks are reducing or eliminating loans said Joe Belew, CBA president. ,
to students who go to certain schools,
the Consumer Bankers Association
(CBA) claims.
"Students who are most at risk (of not
getting loans) are the ones who attend
a one-year trade shcool, particularly the
poor ..quality schools," said Fritz
Elmendorf of the CBA, a banking lob-
bying group in Washington, D.C.
Banks in general are limiting loans to
--pg astudents at schools with default tat the but den on tend-ers nd cOl-
higher than 25 percent. Two-year corn- leges to collect payments, are provoking
banks to stop making Stafford loans.munity colleges and trade schools tend
to have the highest default rates, the'U.S.
Department of Education said.
Most students at four-year campuses
won't have problems getting their loans,
Elmendorf predicted.
"In light of increased efforts by the
- - Piar-tment of Education to crack down -
on schools with high default rates, it is
Separately, the Education Dept.
reported that 17 percent of the loans out
to students nationwide are in default, a
4-point drop from the rate in August,
1988.
Elmendorf called the drop proof that
more aggressive efforts to get students
to repay their loans are working, though
yhe added that some of the efforts, by
"Default is a problem, but even more
so is the federal response to default,"
Elmendorf said.
A CBA survey of 89 lenders indicates
that 66.3 percent would eliminate Staf-
ford Loans (formerly GSL) if Congress
adopts- a new "risk sharing" anti-default
program.
WMEB 91.9 FM Orono:
Your station-for ffrrogresSive, classical, reggae,jazz, and alternative music, will hit the air-
waves this semester on Wednesday at 6:00
a.m.
NOTICE.TO ADVERTISERS 
The Daily Maine Campus'
Display Advertising Department Hours
for
 the Fall
 semester 
_ 
_
Monday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Tuesday 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Wednesday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Thursday 12:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Contact Kathy Marcoux
 or Galen Perry 
Tel: 581-1273 or stop by our office in
the basement of Lord Hall
To serve the campus adequaiely, we request all advertisements
be placed two days prior to publication date.
_
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Motorcyclists bear gifts
for Maine's poor children
• AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) With stuff-
ed animals strapped across their
handlebars, motorcyclists streamed
through the capital Sunday bearing at
least $75,000 worth of gifts for poor
children across Maine this Christmas.
Humorist Tim Sample and Maine
House Speaker John L. Martin were
among those who welcomed roughly
7500 bikers participating in United
Bikers of Maine's 8th annual Toys for
Tots run, said Paul Vestal, UBM
president.
Motorcyclists taking advantage of a
perfect day for riding gathered across the
city at the Augusta Civic Center before
riding en masse to the State House,' tak-
ing 45 minutes to drive double-and
triple-file into the parking lot.
"Only a few (toy runs) ever get this size
anywhere in the nation." said Vestal,
as he watched the roaring motorcycles
file in. livo Salvation Army trucks were
parked amid the throngs to collect
mountains of stuffed toys, games and
other gifts.
Salvation Army Capt. Larry Ashcraft
estimated the total value of Sunday's col-
—
section at $75,000 to $125,000. "and
that's not small change," Ashcraft
told the cheering crowd as he thanked
the riders, many of them sporting tat-
toos, and wearing black T-shirts and
sleeveless jackets bearing their club
names.
Ashcraft said many of the riders
brought gifts that cost $50. Some of the
riders elicited cheers from the crowd as
it was announced that they had driven
from Tucson, Ariz., San Diego and
Michigan to join the run.
Martin, a Democrat from potato-
growing Aroostook County, donated a
toy gun that shoots potato pellets, tell-
ing the crowd. "We need to raise the
price of potatoes,"
Martin, who filled in for Republican
Gov. John R. McKernan in making an
official welcome, donated a box of.-
Tinkertoys on behalf of the chief
executive.
Sample spoke in a thick, put-on Down
East accent as he offered a Barbie doll
to the cause, joking that it was "too skin-
ny not like a Maine girl. "
Welcome University students and staff
Unlimited tanning-- first semester $99.00
I month--$40.00 or $3.00 per visit with student ID
exercise tanning • hottubs
-IP
•qb 'lb
California Concepts
29 Water St. Old lbwn
827-7933
.40
ICE CREAM SOCIAL
Vie Society Of WOMEN
ENciNeerts
will be liaviNq it's firtst mectiNq
Septemben 12 at 6 p.m.
IN 100 JENNESS.
Come meet °Men WOMEN IN
eNciNeertiNg
aNO eNjoy some icc cncam!!!
7
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Arts, entertainment, all in the
reviews, and feature's Magazth' section
Senior Job
Placement Nights
Monday, September 11 College of Engineering & Technology
College of Sciences
Tuesday, September 12 College of Business Administration
‘Nednesday, September 13 College of Forest Resources
College of Food, Agriculture & s  
Applied Sciences
•
•
-Thursday, -&-ptetn-Ver-14 College of Arts and Humanities
College_9f SociaL& Behavioral Sciences
_ .
Tuesday, September 19 College of Education
WHERE: 100 Neville Hall TIME: 7:00 p.m.
*Pick up your materials to register for job placement
*Learn lhow to take full advantage of the career center's
programs and services throughout your senior year
.. -Find out about:
-On-Campus Interviews.'
-Joh Listings
-Off-Campus Job Search Strategies
-Registration Procedures For The
Career Center
Job Search Workshops
Fall 1989
Free 50 minute workshops
Resume Writing
_
Tues., Sept.12 2:10 p.m.
Wed., Sept. 13 3:10 p.m.
Thur., Sept. 21 3:10 p.m.
Mon., Sept. 25 2:10 p.m.
Thur., Oct. 12 2:10 p.m.
 
 
Interviewing Techniques Wed., Sept. 20 2:10 per
Tues., Sept. 26 3:10 p.m.
Thur., Oct. 5 2:10 p.m.
Job Search Strategies Thur., Sept. 23 2:10 p.m.
Mon., Oct. 9 3:10 p.m.
Cover Letters
The Second Interview
Wed., Sept. 27 3:10 p.m.
Tues., Oct. 10 2:10 p.m.
Tues., Dec.5 2:10 p.m.
WHERE: F.F.A. Room, Memorial Union
*North Lown Room
SIGN-UP at the CAREER CENTER (located in the basement of
, Wingate Hall) for any of the workshops that you plan to
attend. Of fewer than five students sign up for a workshop
it will be cancelled.)
CAREER CENTER
Wingate Hall
581-1359
The Division of Student Affairs
VIDEOTAPES are available for your viewing
at the CAREEP. CENTER by appointment.
\
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Editori
Go to class
The first week of classes have ended, giving professors and instructors time to explain thesyllabus and set class rules for students.
One topic that has come up, is attendance policy.
Some professors -feel--k- is necessary to penalize students
who do not attend their classes. Why?
For small classes that require interaction and group in-
volvement, this is a valid requirement because a stu-
dent's repeated absenteeism affects the performance of
other students in the class.
But a professor teaching a 200 student lecture class
should not require attendance._ .
It is important for students to attend their claws, but
skipping a class this size will only hurOthat student. No
one else will be affected.
Many students must miss a class once in a whilein
order to keep up with their full schedules. For whatever
reason, be it another class assignment or school activity.
Students should not be penalized for the. few times they
miss class in order to balance their schedute.
Granted, missing classes is not a good practice to get
into, but let the students make that decision. They're
adults, and hopefully they're at UMaine because they
--choose to be.
Besides, taking attendance in large lecture classes is a
hastle to all involved. Calling role would waste half the
- class time, and seating charts inevitably will cause class
disruptions when a student comes in late.
If students not attending the class are able to do well,
then there is a problem. Either the students are being re-
quired to take a class in an area they already have con-
siderable knowledge, or theprofessor is not challenging
the class.
Professors and instructors put -aim orwork into .
preparing their classes and deserve respect, and for the
most part students do attend class. Those that don't just
leave room for those who want to be there, and that's
the way it should be.
The Daily Mame Campus
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Life's vital statistics
Did you know that every time
the QE2 heads out to sea, the
crew of 450,000 packs away EX-
ACTLY 2 million pounds of tea
and 42,982 crumpets?
This leads to three obvious
questions: 1. What is a
crumpet? 2. How did you find
that out? and 3. Who cares?
Exactly.
Actually, my numbers may be
a little bit off, because I got
them out -of a Bar Harbor
newspaper a couple of weeks
ago when the big boat came to
town, and I forgot to write
down the real numbers.
Truth be known, there were
two pages chock full o' useful
statistics that I forgot to write
down, including how many bot-
tles of Wild Turkey and how
many tins of Extra Strength
Tylenol they take, how many
barber shops are on the boat,
and how many crew members
have been convicted of felonies.
Good stuff, these numbers
games. Before every big event,
like the Super Bowl, or
Bumstock. or any other ear-
thshattering spectacle, some
journalist or another will dig up
oodles of numbers, make them
into a chart and put them on
the page.
And don't tell me these facts
are Useless. Proper utilization of
these numbers can produce an
interesting phenomenon: I can
now walk into any bar in
Orono, walk up to any woman,
pour forth some of this new-
found knowledge, and she will
ignore me completely. THE
KICKER: I don't even have to
say something rude, or
something that she's heard a
million times before.
Sample Scenario:
ME: "Excuse me, miss. Did
you know that the hot dog ven-
dors at the Super Bowl had
112,000 quarts of mustard at
their disposal last year?"
SHE: "No, I didn't know
that, but that reminds me — I
have to pec like you can't
believe. (Whereupon she bolts
for the bathroom at a velocity
unattainable by a truly full-
hladdered woman.)
John Holyoke
The problem is, some of the
most useful things you find out
have to be translated because
they're written down in a form
nobody can understand.
They've usually had their sim-
ple numerical format violated
by some bored computer-head
somewhere, and the-result are
the "End to End" and "On Top
of One Another" scenarios.
Maestro, some samples,
please.
-End to Erid-Scenano,Ahke 1:
You find out Nike makes so
many sneakers, that if you took
all of the sneakers (the new
ones, not the smelly ones) and
lined them up END TO END
(Mrs, the name of said
scenario), they'd stretch from
Eastport, Maine to London and
back 52,000 times.
The problem is multifaceted,
and a real bear, when you get
down to it. First, we have the
basic unachievability of the feat
(no pun): sneakers tend to sink,
sharks would eat them, and
ships (including the beloved
QE2) would run over them,
creating a big soup of sneakers
which would not be end to end.
But that's not the worst part.
The real bugaboos, of course,
are that a) no one knows where
Eastport is, and b) no one can
really picture how big
something would be if it stret-
ched from there to London and
back 52,000 times, because in
order to do that, you'd have to
look at a globe, which STILL
doesn't give you a look at the
big picture, because it's all of 12
inches in diameter, and one
well-placed size 13 Nike can
cover the entire Atlantic Ocean,
plus Zimbabwe and Siberia.
(Long babble is over, you can
breathe now.)
The One on Top of Another
Scenario is when an equally
crazed computer-head decides
that people will be more dazzl-
ed if they take a large quantity
of (theoretically stackable) ob-
jecl- pile them on top of each
other, and see how many quad-
zillion miles past Neptune they
reach.
Something like the total
number of sardine cans produc-
ed in Maine each year, for in-
-stance. I just happen to know
that all of those cans would
reach three-quarters of the way
to the moon, which I can
understand, because I can see
the moon, and I can't see
London._ - --
After thinking about all of
this number stuff, I went
around campus looking for
stuff I could place end to end
of pile Oneon top of another,
which would make for a local
angle to an otherwise disjointed
column. Remember, these are
all theoretical and I didn't ac-
tually do any of this.
I found out that if you took
all of the cars that are parked
illegally and lined them up end
to end, they'd still get towed.
I found out that if you took
all of the dog feces that the
rampant canine hoardes leave
on the mall and stacked them
up, they'd stink.
I found out that if you lined
up all the beer bottles left over
after a football tailgate
you'd...GOTCHA...You can't
drink at UMaine tailgates any
more.
I also found out that if you
took all of the grassy areas of
the campus, paved them over,
and lined them up end to end,
the squirrels would get pissed.
But that's a different column.
—John Holyoke is still a senior
journalism major. Welcome
back.
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Response
A "used" book 
not for resale?
To the Editor:
The beginning of a new
semester just wouldn't be com-
plete without the hassle and ex-
pense of buying textbooks in
the University bookstore.
Every student knows these
books are going to be costly and
many may wonder if the whole
establishment is legit. Does the
University really only make a
small profit from this necessity
or is the UM bookstore taking
every student for all they can
get?
1, like many students, save as
much money as possible by pur-
chasing "used" books with the
unsightly yellow stitkets op the
cover proclaiming to the world
that I cannot afford the "hot-
off-the-press" version.
The book required for ENG
317,. Technical Writing, is a
paperback book which the
University was selling for $20
USED. Imagine my surprise
when I got home and found a
business reply card inside the
front cover stating it was an "ex-
amination copy and could we
have yotr comments on the
text?" I was starting to get
suspicious that I had been
cheated so 1 did something
HORRIBLE. I peeled back the
unsightly (but, might I now
add, well placed) "used book"
sticker on the cover.
My chin dropped in despair.
Hidden beneath was a stamp
that said COMPLIMENTARY
COPY—NOT FOR RESALE. I
realized I had spent $20 on a
book the University obviously
had obtained for nothing. What
could I do now? I felt like a
statistic..a little person who had
been let down by an Institute of
Higher Learning. I did the on-
ly thing 1 could do. The
buisness reply card is on the way
to the company thanking them
for letting the University do this
and I am writing this editorial.
Somehow I don't think this was
--a "mistake" or an "oversight"
on the University's part...it has
probably happened before and
will happen again.
Cheri Stacy
Balentine .Hall
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The Christian Science Monitor
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Like to take pictures?
Don't just fill your albums, come down to
The Daily Maine Campus and show us
what you can do!
Call John Baer at 581-1270 for more
information.
CPST, 1909. :::r1r. Weitzman
by Mark Weitzman
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START AN IMPRESSIVE RESUME
WITH A COLLEGE ELECTIVE.
MIS101 Introduction to Leadership
MIS201 Basic Military Skills
Take an introductory course from Army ROTC.
With no obligation. You'll begin to acquire the
confidence, self-discipline, decisiveness, and
leadership skills sought by employers of college
graduates. And you'll learn how you can place
"Army Officer" on your resume when you
graduate.
Set a course for success this term. Register
now for an Army ROTC elective.
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For more information call Captain Fofi at 581-1125.
_
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Sports
Lichtenberg, Black Bears looking ahead
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
Tom Lichtenberg has a simple view on
life as a football coach.
One week at a time.
Althoug_h happy with the status of thc
University of Maine football team's 2-0
record, Lichtenberg stressed the impor—
tance of preparing for the next Saturday.
"When you're 2-0, you don't want to
be negative," Lichtenberg said at the
football press conference Monday, "But
you don't want us to be there yet. We are
making some mental and physical
mistakes, but we are playing with gusto,
enthusiasm and having fun.
"Of course," Lichtenberg said,
"winning helps."
Against the University of New Hamp-
shire, Lichtenberg was pleased to win
with only 54 players present, three
starters missing and under the stress of
the weather.
"The heat got to 'ern and it didn't. We
should be in better shape this week
because of the heat."
UNH came into the game with some
good hype about its defense, but
UMaine gained over 200 yards both
rushing and passing.
"They (UNH) were told that their
defense may be as good as any in the
conference. They will win their share of
games."
One problem area for the Black Bears
has been kickoffs, but not because of
coverage, Lichtenberg said.
"We have it designed so that the ball
is to be kicked to the right corner, but
we have been kicking right down the
middle. It starts with the kicker. "
Litchenberg said that the squib kicks
against UNH were by design.
Lapiana not dogging it
Running back John Lapina had what
Litchenberg described as his "best game
in a Maine uniform" when he rushed for
72 yards and made several solid blocks
Saturday.
"John ran like a scalded dog,"
Lichtenberg said, "but I didn't kiss him
when he fumbled."
"It feels really good to start off the
conference with a win," Lapiana
"and we want to build on it. But we can't_
be happy too long because Villanova is
. coming Saturday."
Speaking about the Wildcats, who
were drubbed by Holy Cross Saturday,
the word used most to describe them was
physical.
"They were a different team against
Richmond (a 20-17 Villanova win) and
Holy Cross (a 38-17 loss where the
Crusaders rambled up over 700 yards of
'..offense)." Litchenberg said. "Holy
Cross got a lot of big plays. Villanova
made a lot of mental mistakes, but they
are a very phySical team. They're
linebackers are as big as our tackles."
"The one thing I remember from last
year is that they hit," Lapiana said.
"They are not much of a finesse
team."
"Villanova has their quarterback
back," safety Claude Pettaway said,
"and their running back, (Jeff) Dingle
is a good one."
Pettaway attended the press con-
ference with a bandaged right hand. In
the fourth quarter, Pettaway was at the
bottom of a pile after a draw play when
his hand was stepped on. He will be
ready for Villanova.
Passing the Buck
Mike Buck, who passed for his 50th
career touchdown against UNH, receiv-
ed nothing but praise for his efforts so
far this year.
"He's doing the things that make him
efficient!' Lichtenberg said. "Mike's
thrown no interceptions, he is hitting
around 70 percent of his passes and has
gotten 200 yards a game.
We-will throw as much as necessary
in order to win. This week that may be
40 times (Holy Cross threw for big yar-
dage against Villanova) or four times!'
As far as the professional aspirations
of UMaines record-setting quarterback,
Lichtenberg said that he didn't know if
Buck could make the NFL but added,
"If I were in the pros, I would draft Mike
Buck."
Sports Illustrated tabbed Buck as one
of several college football players having
the potential of becoming a first-round
draft pick.
Lichtenberg gives players a rest
Sunday was a work day under Buddy
Teevans and Tim Murphy, but
Lichtenberg decided to give that day off.
"It makes a big difference," La
piana-sajci.-mWe used to der running, lift
weights and watch films, but coach says
we need a day off. He also says that he
needs a day off too, but I don't believe
it. He'd work 40 hours a day if he
could."
DruTtesting turned down
in lower Colorado court
(CPS)- On the eve of the football
season a local Boulder, Colo, judge has
deemed the University of Colorado's
drug-testing program unconstitutional,
and has ordered the school to stop
testing athletes immediately. The deci-
sion by District Judge Joseph Bellipani,
spurred by an American Civil Liberties
Union lawsuit on behalf of CU athletes,
probably won't affect other schools,
drug-testing proponents said.
"That has no immediate effect on
NCAA testing," declared Frank
  
Uryasz, director of sports sciences for
the National Collegiate Athletics
Association, which tests athletes at
championship tournaments. "We plan to
continue until some precedent-setting
litigation tells us not to,,, he said,
"We have no thoughts on making any
changes," affirmed Dean Billick,
associate athletic director at the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, where all football and
basketball players are subject to regular
urine tests.
CU's program, in which athletes take
eye*sts, and if they fail that, urine tests,
amqunts to unreasonable search and
seizure, BelliOni ruled.
CU was s(sing a rapid-eye screening
device to niake the tests less intrusive, but
Bellipari called them "an intrusion
witho purpose ... It is wholly unable
(see TESTING page 14)
' • - "
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Tom Lichtenberg, head football coach, described the play of running back John
Lapiana (right) as if he were "running like a scalded dog" against the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire. Lapiana gained 72 yards against the Wildcats.
photo by John Baer
The University of Maine football team hosts Villanova University this Satur-
day at 1 p.m. UMaine is currently 2-0 on the year, 1-0 in the Yankee Conference
after topping the University of New Hampshire 24-7 Saturday.
Walton, Williams key Chicago
Cubs past Montreal Expos, 4-3
CHICAGO (AP) - Rookie Jerome missed by second baseman Damoso -
Walton's RBI sJigle broke a seventh- Garcia for an error. After pitcher Greg
inning tie and Mitch Williams earned his Maddux struck out, Walton, who has hit
33rd save as the first-place Chicago Cubs safely in 45 of his last 49 games, singled
edged Montreal 4-3 Monday. to left to break the tie.
Rick Wrona opened the seventh with Langston, 11-7, lost for the fourth
a double and went to third when pitcher time in five starts. Madduz, 1/-11, allow-
Mark Langston's pickoff throw was ed six hits and three runs in 71/2 innings.
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Women's soccer ready for varsity status
by Rhonda Morin
Staff Writer
Three years ago a couple of women
began talking about organizing a soccer
club. After scrambling around to find
a field to play on, a coach and uniforms,
a team was born.
Two years have past, coaches and
players have come and gone, but one
hope has remained dominate
throughout - to be a Division I team.
The club will get its wish next season,
when officially it will be recognized by
the University of Maine Athletic Depart-
mant as a varsity team. And with it
comes the privileges of NCAA Division
I: uniforms, practice clothing, lockers,
athlete-academic programs and a
budget.
Preparation for next season has
already begun. With the hiring of Moira
Buckley this summer as head coach, the
-
22 players have suddenly realized prac-
tice means hard work and a serious
attitude.
But the women are willing to pitch in
extra effort. "W.: have to excel and
work now to build the team up for next
year," says co-captain Karen Larsen.
Larsen and co-captain Heather Kirk
agree that the players - a large majority
of who are freshman - have a "Division
I frame of mind." They are training
like a varsity team, where practices are
mandatory and the 22 players compete
for the 20- uvarlahle jc.rszys each garner.
"We may not have the roles, lockers
or money (yet)," said Larsen, but
they do have the desire to be a part of
a tough new team. Buckley is confident
she can build and train a competitive
team. The first steps, she says, is to
teach the player to have confidence and
learn how to control the ball._
"A lot of the players are good athletes
but haven't had the training soccer-
wise," said Buckley. "A lot of them
learned how to kick and run (in the
past). I don't want that."
Buckley was a volunteer assistant
coach at Fairfield University in 1988 and
coordinated a Connecticut 13-and-under
Olympic Development team. She also
served as a volunteer assistant coach at
Yale University from 1986-87 and was
head coach at E.O. Smith High School
in Storrs, Conn.
The
day on their own field - another first for
the club. In previous years, the team was
forced to squeeze in practices on the
men's soccer field after they were finish-
ed. Sometimes that meant at dusk.
Women's soccer club schedule
September
Wednesday, 13, vs. Husson, 3 p.m.
Friday, 22 vs. Bowdoin, 4 p.m.
Sunday, 24 at Presque Isle, 1 p.m.
Wednesday, 27 at Colby, 3:30 p.m.
Connecticut Saturday, 30 at USM, 3 p.m.
graduate said -shepreadies runtiftiVW1111—lac.uber-
University of
the ball and _a "tactical awareness" of
where a player is on the field.
"I'm introducing control passing and
exploiting space," Buckley said, refer-
ing to coaching players to take advan-
tage of the whole field.
For now, Buckley will be busy
smoothing out the rough edges of the
game, while the players practice each
‘4I don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
s can count on.,/
•;.
Friday, 6 at Boston University, 8:15
p.m.
Saturday, 7 at St. Joseph's, 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, 10 at Bowdoin, 3:30 p.m.
Sunday, 15 vs. UMPI, 1 p.m.
Thursday, 19, at Husson, 3 p.m.
Saturday, 21, vs. UNB, 1:30 p.m:
Wednesday, 25, at Thomas College,
3 p•m•
Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, hut whatvou
really want is dependable.
high:quality-service.- That's- -
jusuwhat you'll get when
vou choose AT&T Lone
Distance Service, at a cost
r hat's a lot less-than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates.  24-1-x)ur
perator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wiung numbers; 
\fl((lslIrlDeeJht1L
irtually all of your calls will
,4othrough the fiat time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Wbrldwide Intelligent
Network.
Wliefi it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choiCe-=-A1&1:
_ If.Vou'd like-to-knew
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Cad,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.
Ara
The right choice.
LIFE IS YOUR MOST
VALUABLE POSSESSION
PASS IT ON.
of all the richcs you could
—leave to your family, the
most precious is the gift of
life. Your bequest to the
American Heart Association
assures that priceless legacy
by supporting research into
heart disease prevention
GREG T
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Men's soccer ready
for NAC title race
against strong field
by Andrew Neff
Staff Writer
--- —
Despite losing its career scoring leader
along with six other lettermen to gradua-
tion from a co-conference championship
team, University of Maine men's soccer
Coach Jim Dyer is optimistic about his
team's chances this season.
"I feel like we should be in the hunt
for the conference title all season
long," Dyer said.
"Boston University is Ihe clearcut
favorite, but I think Hartford, Vermont
and Maine will all be contenders."
The eighth-year head coach was disap-
pointed with his team's position in the
preseason poll of the conference's head
coaches.
"I wasn't surprised that BU was the
favorite, but I didn't think were a fourth-
place team," he explained. "I think
we're a solid third-place team ... maybe
_ higher."
Dyer's optimism is the result of the
strong preseason showing by the Black
Bears, the team's depth at the goalkeeper
position and a solid group of freshmen
recruits.
"We've been pretty lucky as far as in-
juries are concerned," said Dyer,
knocking on his wooden desk. "If we
can stay that way, we should be
alright."
The Black Bears return five seniors
from- last season's 10-9 squad which
finished tied for the championship with
Boston University. Maine went 4-1 in
conference play.
Maine's strength lies at goalie, where
senior Todd Brennan, a starter for the
third straight year, will be backed up by
_ junior Orono native Marshall White and
- Senior Mark Shreve.
Brennan and junior Mike McGuire
will be the team co-captains. McGuire,
also a third-year starter, returns to his
midfielder position to shore up the
defense. ,
A midfielder Dyer will be looking to
- (
for some offense as well as defense is
sophomore Todd Sniper.
Sniper should more than live up to his
name as he looks to improve on a
freshman season in which he had two
goals and six assists.
McGuire and Sniper will be joined by
.senior David Kelly in what should be a
strong midfield combination.
Senior forward Robbie Brule, the
leading goal scorer among the returners,
should be an offensive catalyst. Brule
scored five goals last season to finish tied
with Sniper for second on the team in
points.
NAC brings in two changes .411
The NAC will be debuting two new
aspects this season. This will be the first
time the conference will hold a post-
season tournament. Also, the league will
- -experiment with a limited-substitution
rule.
The post-season tournament will pit
the top four teams at the end of the
—.regular season. The tourney will begin
the weekend before the start of the
NCAA Division I tournament.
The limited-substitution rule will re-
quire each team to designate 18 players
who will be eligible to play in any one
game beforehand on an official roster.
Also, players substituted for may not re-
enter a game in the same half or over-
time period. It's hoped that this rule will
speed up games and improve the quali-
ty of play.
"I think it's a very good rule," said
Dyer. "It'll put a premium on players'
knowledge and skill as well as eliminate
the rough play of hackers."
Dyer will begin to find out just how
accurate the conference coaches' poll is
as Maine begins a tough first-half
schedule.
"We'll get a good idea how good we
are early. The first half of the schedule
is much tougher than the second, but I
think we're looking forward to the
challenge."
NAC_Soccer_Predictions
ANDREW NEFF SAYS:
I. Boston University
2. UMaine
3. Hartford
4. Nermont
5. New Hampshire
6. Northeastern
ANDY BEAN BAYS:
I. Vermont
2. Hartford
3. Boston University
4. Maine
5. Northeastern
6. New Hampshire
DAN BUSTARD SAYS:
I. Boston University
2. Vermont
3. UMaine
4. Hartford
5. New Hampshire
6. Northeastern
Ride the Late Night Local!
Look for the white sign on top
4
V
Rest of NAC field
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
1988 record: 15-44, 4-1 in NAC
Outlook: The Terriers, who are a
heavy favortie despite an early season
tie with New Hampshire, are looking
well beyond the conference.
Led by forward Mike Bertos (17
goals) and goalie Jeff Hooper (12-3-3
last year, 1.07 goals-against average),
Coach Neil Roberrts has his team
thinking top 10 in the country and
another NCAA berth.
HARTFORD
1988 record: 12-7-3, 2-3 in NAC
Outlook: With nine returners from
the fifth-ranked team in New
England, Hartford looks to be strong
once again.
Forwards Vito Serafini and Victor
Hernani combined for 25 goals and
18 assists last year and will again lead
an explosive offense.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
1988 record: 4-9-1, 1-3-1 in NAC
Outlook: Things started off well
with a tie against BU, but the defense
must be shored up after the loss of
three players.
Scott Brennan and Frank Truscott
will lead the offense, but goalies Dan
Fiore and Eric Stinson cannot play,
so defense could be a problem in
Durham.
NORTHEASTERN
1988 record: 4-14, 0-5 in NAC
Outlook: This will be the fifth year
of virsity soccer for Northeastern,
and The loss of most valuable player
Andrew McAulay, goalie Rich Car-
done and midfielder Tony Dias could
make it another long year for the
Huskies.
Coach Keith Cammidgc will count
on keeper John Halasz, forward Joe
Belenardo, last year's leading scorer,
and backs Pat Cavanagh and Doug
°putts. Belenardo scored six goals in
only seven games due to injuries, so
his health will be of major impor-
tance to Northeastern.
o' 00 00 0 0 00 00 0 0 00 00 00000 00 00)
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°WWII/ENS RITGBIT MEETING°
Wedry, Sept. 13
at 7:30 in the
o 
0
Sutton Lounge Memorial Union
All are welcome to attend
0
o
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0
September Specisis at Rose Bicycle
% price helmet with the
purchase of any new mountain bike•
36A Main Street
866.3525
(Below Southern Styles Hair Salon)
Mon. & Fn. 10:00 a.m. - 500 p.m
Sat. 9:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m.
Tues.. Weds.. Thurs. 10:00 a.m. • 8:00
in stock merchandise only while supplies last.
The Jewish Students
at the University of Maine
Welcome
All New and Returning Students
to join us
for a social gathering of Hillel
On Tuesday Sept. 12 at 3 p.m.
in the North Bangor Wife
The Mentoriol Union
'Information on Sabbath Services and High Holidays
will be at the meeting(For INFO call Maxine Harrow 581-1820)
-
•
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-why men are more sexually
aroused when they are drunk
than sober? -
-(and why women tend to
have the headaches?)
-which positions are better
than others for more
stimulation?
(
.Testing
to indicate with any measure of validity
whether a person has been using any of
the proscribed drugs."
The NCAA is four of five against
challenges to its testing program. A San-
ta Clara County Superior Court judge
issued a permanent injunction last sum-
C
-How to make your own (or your,
partner's) orgasms last
longer?
-how to tell a lover that you
"just want to be friends"?
Sandra Caron
has the answers.
Find out answers
to questions
like these in her
weekly column:
Sex Matters
(continued from page 11)
mer, allowing Stanford University
athletes to compete without taking drug
tests.
But in separate lawsuits, athletes from
Louisiana State and Northeastern
universities and from the universities of
Miami and Washington lost.
•
Readlhe Sports Pages
Classified ads get results!
HELP WANTED
ARTIST Cartoon and wash drawings
First-clas$ mail wanted. Steady. Kansas
City Slide Co., 1015 Central. (This ad
placed in the Kansas City Star on Jan 19,
1920 was answered by Walt Disney, his
first cartooning lob
A 0-10GH-GRADE YOUNG MAN for office
position requiring some bookkeeping
experience. A fine opportunity for right
applicant. Frank Swan, 404 Harrison.
IThis ad, placed by A.C. Sparkplug Co.,
in the Flint, Michigan, Journal, April 23,
1914, was answered by Marlowe Curtice,
later President of General Motors.)
WATCHMAKER with references who can
furnish tools. State age, experience and
salary required. T 39 Daily News. (This
ad placed by Richard Sears in Chicago
Daily News, April 1, 1887, was answered
by Afvah Roebuck.)
MEN wanted for hazardous journey.
Small wages, bitter cold, constant
danger. safe return doubtful Honor and
recognition in case of success Address,
E.H. Shackleton, Box 100. (This British
classified ad appeared in 1900, seeking
men for Antarctic expedition. Explorer's
Shackleton was swamped with applica-
tions.)
For more information:
contact the Advertising Department it 581-1273.
-4. 4,14. 4....41,41,411,4110.. .../. 4. 0.0 
Tuesday Night Special
Pasta
Buttal
Only $5.95
Spaghetti, fettucini, and zita,
sauced to your hearts content.
Served with a crisp garden salad.
restaurant
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
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Washington State moves into AP Top 20 -----
SEATTLE (AP) When Washington
State beat Brigham Young last week,
first-year coach Mike Price jokingly sug-
gested the Cougars deserved to be rank
No. 1 because they were the only 2-0
team in the nation. On Monday, Price's
Cougars were 23rd in the Associated
-Press college football poll.
"I'm disappointed." he said tongue
in cheek. "Our 24-hour ranking as No.
1 didn't come through on Friday."
While traditional powers Penn State
and Florida State dropped out of the
rankings, lAinctiingv.n State, which
 beat
BYU 46-41, moved into the Top 25 along
3 with Washington, now 15th in the poll.
Washington coach Don James, whose
1984 team finished runner-up to national
champion BYU, was happy after his
team's 19-6 opening season victory over
`Te.xas A&M in Seattle Saturday.
— ••...Rut he said experience has showed
him that rankings are only important at
the end of the season.
"It's a little bit early to worry about
polls," he said. "If we would have
lost, wewouldn't have been ranked."
He said it was understandable the na-
tion's voters took notice of Washington.
A&M defeated Louisiana State in its..
own opener the previous week. '
"We beat a highly visible team that
had a great win under their belts." he
said.
Price took over a Washington State
that went 9-3 and beat Houston in the
Aloha Bowl last season under Dennis
Erickson. Erickson left after the season
to go to Miami.
Price said the Cougars didn't need a
- national ranking to think highly of itself.
"This team is self motivated
_
enough," he said. "We have to play
better and we can play better than we did
last Thursday. "
Notre Dame and Michigan retained
the top two spots heading into Satur-
day's showdown in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Neither team played last week.
The Fighting Irish received 37 first-
place votes, 22 more than Michigan.
Third ranked Miami was No. 1 on five
ballots, with the other three first-place
votes from sports writers and broad-
casters going to No. 4 Nebraska.
- Rounding-our the-Top ta are Auburn,
Oklahoma, Clemson, Colorado, Arkan-
sas and Illinois. .
Miami, playing its first game under
Erickson, routed Wisconsin 51-3 on
Saturday. Nebraska pounded Northern
Illinois 48-17 and Auburn crushed
Pacific 55-0 in their openers.
There were no changes in the top five,
but Oklahoma moved up two spots after
beating Baylor 33-7. Clemson rose three
places by downing Florida State 34-23
and Colorado went from No. 9 to No.
8 following a 45-20 victory over Col-
orado State, Arkansas and Illinois. did.
not play.
Syracuse, which beat Temple 43-3._
jumped three spots to No. 11. Next are
West Virginia, Southern California, Pitt-
sburgh, Washington, Alabama, Ten-
nessee, Houston and North Carolina
State.
UCLA plunged from No. 6 to No. 20
following its 24-6 loss to Tennessee,
which vaulted into the rankings for the
first time this season.
_Louisiana State is No. 21, followed by
Texas A&M, Washington State, Iowa and
Mississippi State.
Penn State, No. 12 last week, dropped
out of the rankings after falling to
Virginia 14-6. The Nittany Lions, com-
ing off their first losing season in 50
ADVEIKCISINg
_
Daily
Maine Campus
years, have lost six of their last seven
games.
Washington made the biggest jump.
The loss dropped the Aggies from No.
15 to No. 22.
ATTENTION ALL NEW BORROWERS UNDER THE
STAFFORD/ GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMS
New changes-t9-Federal regulations require
all new borrowers under the Staf---
r Gliaranteed %dent Than and Sup-
 
 --OernentaliDan for Students Programs to at-
tend an entrance interview/loan counseling
session. This affects only those students who
have. ,borrOwed or will borroik a Staf-
fora/Guaranteed Student Loan or Sup-
plemental Loan for Students for the first time
at the. University Of Maine during the
1989-1900 academic year. Those students
who have borrowed under these programs
at the University of Maine during prior years
are exempt from these Iry requirements.
IMPORTANT!!
IMPORTANT!!
IMPORTANT!!
If you are a new borrower, you will not
receive your Stafford/GSL Check until you
have attended one of the entrance inter-
view/loan counseling sessions. There will be
no exceptions to this requirement.
Sessions are as follows:
Tues., September 12 at 2:00 p.m. Sutton Lounge
Thurs., Septem Der 14 at 7:00 p.m. N. Lown Room
Weds., September 20 at 7:30 p.m. Sutton Lounge
Fri., September 22 at 3:00 p.m. Sutton Lounge
All sessions are in The Memorial Union
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COMMUTER/ U.MAINE EMPLOYEE MEAL PLANS
Department of Residential Life - Dining Services
University of Maine
CHOICES - CONVENIENCE - REASONABLE - NUTRITIOUS - AFFORDABLE
A MEAL PLAN FOR EVERYONE
r<NG
sgrmqs
DINING COMMONS MEAL PLANS
Eat in any of the six dininvommons - Common Place (Bangor Campus). Hilltop Dining Commons, Stewart Dining Commons. StodderDining Commons, Wells Dining Commons, York Dining Commons. ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR A FIXED PRICE.
5 MEAL PLAN $350.0O/'SEMESTER (ANY 5 MEALS/WEEK')
10 MEAL PLAN $687.50/'SEMESTER (ANY 10 MEALS/WEEK')
14 MEAL PLAN $873.00/'SEMESTER (ANY 14 MEALS/WEEK')
21 MEAL PLAN $903.00/'SEMESTER (ANY 21 MEALS/'WEEK')
'The week of meals begins with Saturday breakfast and ends with Friday dinner.
POINT MEAL PLANS
Eat in any of the six dining commons plus at the Memorial Union Dining Services - Damn Yankee, Bear's Den and at the Fernald Snack BarPRintILMILPlan. L $500/"Pserneaser (Value is 1115E.0
AVERAGE ANY 8 MEALS PER WEEK
Point Meal Plan :1: THE MAINECARD
YOU SELECT. THE MORE INCREMENTS YOU BUY AT ONE TIME, THE GREATER THE VALUE:
A:- bunt
.4
Value Amount Value
1 
-550'852 6 5300. 8323TX" 105 7 350 3803 150 158
438200 212 9 450 4975 2.•.` 2f7
The MaineCard lets you save money whether you eat three meals a day or enjoy sandwiches, pizza, salads, fruit and other snacks whileyou are on campus. Use your MaineCard like cash at any of the six dining coramonsor at the Cash Service Locations: Bear's Den, Fer-nald Snack Bar, or the Damn Yankee. When you make a purchase, our electronic card reader deducts the price of your food from youraccount. The card reader will display your remaining balance, so you can tell when your account is low. If you eat on campus regularly.a larger account is a better deal because you get more value for your money. Meal cards cannot be used to purchase alcohol.
When you eat in the dining _commons.
Continental Breakfast... $3
Full Breakfast '3 25
Lunch 4.00
Dinner 4.75
All you can eat for a fixed price.
your MaineCard_can only be used for a complete meal You will be charged the cash price.
All meal plans are purchased by the semester and cannot be carried over from one
semester to the next one. There is no refund for unused points.
University of Maine employees may purchase any of these meal plan options throughpayroll deductions.
THE DINING COMMONS SERVE BREAKFAST, WEEKEND BRUNCH, LUNCH. DINNER, AND FOOD BARS IN STEWART COMMONIS WHICHFEATURE:
A daily assortment of five or more of the following: submarine sandwiches, seafood in a basket, super salads, stir fry. Italian buffet.pastas. tacos, pizzas, burgers, sandwich factory. hot dogs. soup. Mexican food, chicken in a basket, assored desserts and a variety ofbeverages.
All Dining Commons regularly feature special meals throughout the year Such as Apple Dessert Night, Ice Cream Parlor, Coastweek, 'Football and Soccer Kickoff Brunches, National Sandwich Day, Maine Produces Night. Hat rapt. Martin King Luther, Jr. Day. NationalGeographic Awareness Week. etc.
MENUS ARE POSTED WEEKLY OR CALL "COOK" FOR THE DAILY MENU.
THE NEW AND IMPROVED MEMORIAL UNION DINING SERVICES-
THE BEAR'S DEN
• • •Iraster service with four new stations:
--Self-Service Beverages
--Ice Cream
--Homemade Belgian Waffles
--Individual Pre-Packaged Salads
--Self-Service Pastries
--Three Cashiers' Stations
New Pizza Parlor with fresh pizza by the slice
or to go and a new beverage station.
Quarter pounder hamburgers, hot dogs.
cheeseburgers. fishburgers with or without
cheese, chickenburgers. french fries. onion
rings, baskets of scallops, clams, and chicken
nuggets.
-- Various submarines and sandwiches
vegetarian, ham salad, salami, ham, black bear
subs, turkey, chicken salad, roast beef, and tuna
salad.
-- New Salad and Fruit Station featuring.
Pasta Salad
Chef Marcoux's Salad
Fresh Fruit Salad
Fresh Fruit Display with oranges, apples.
plums, peaches, and other fruits in season.
NEW ZNALBLZ WOVASs
MorkidN T hursdav
Fnday
Saturday. Sunday
7:00 am to 10:00 p.m
7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. to 900 p.m.
THE DAMN YANKEE
- More ambience- more comfortable- but
still affordable
- Improved, extensive self-service salad bar
- Full luncheons, several choices of hot en-
trees, vegetables, rice, pasta or potatoes
- Continental breakfast
- A variety of sandwiches
- Fresh soup daily
- Coffee, tea, other beverages and snacks of
all kinds throughout the day
Variety of desserts —
- Second cash register with capacity to weigh
salads
- Eat on the new patio and enjoy the fall
FERNALD SPIACK BAR
A full-service snack bar located on the first floor
,iernald Hall offering a more personable, cozy
atmosphere. It has a deli line with a variety of
sandwiches and submarines. i.e. turkey, roast
beef, vegetarian, ham, ham salad. chicken salad,
tuna salad. It features daily platters such as
chickenburgers. quarter pounders, hot dogs.
scallops, or clams which include french fries
and beverage. Fernald offers  homemade specials
on Wednesdays. it. quiche. spaghetti. baked
ham, etc. It also serves salads, a daily diet plate,
yogurt, ice cream, bagels, muffins, fresh fruit
and a variety of hot and cold beverages.
NZW DAMN TAN113111 NO17RBI
Monday • today
Saturday. Sunday
7 30 a.m. to 2:00 Rm.
Closed except for special functions
TZURNALD INACX BALA NOVItils
Monday- Friday 7:00 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.
DAMN YANKEE RESTAURANT — COMING IN OCTOBERFeaturing sit-down service in the evening with entrees such as linguine with a white clam sauce, broiled fish with seafoodcrumb topping, tortellini with pesto sauce and various other choices. Look for Byers announcing the grand opening.
FRESH FOOD — NUTRITION — SATISFACTION — SPECIAL MENUS — RESTAURANT — FAST
Come ioin the University Dining Services - your home food away from hornet
You can pick up a Commuter/University of Maine employee meal contract and the University Dining Ser-
vices brochure at the following locations.
- The Commuter Services Office
- All the Dining Commons
- The Damn Yankee
- The Bear's Den
- University I.D. Office
- Campus Area Offices
Or call the University I.D. Office, 581-4566, to get a copy of the CommuterfU.Maine employee meal contract.
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